
KERALA STATE COASTAL AREA DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Chalachithra Kalabhavan Building, 1st Floor, Vazhuthacaud,

Thiruvananthapuram- 695014
QUOTATION NOTICE

CONDUCT OF UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY/VIDEOGRAPHY

No.1044/F/14/KSCADC 24.06.2019

Sealed quotations are invited from experienced diving teams for conducting an

underwater videography & photography study of the Artificial Reef modules deposited by

KSCADC in the following locations with approximate GPS positions and water column depth.

1.Artificial reef at Pulluvila - 80 33’ 742” N - 770 02’ 032” E - Depth:13 fathom
2.Artificial reef at Thumba - 80 32’ 517” N - 760 50’ 304” E - Depth:11 fathom
3.Artificial reef at Maryanad - 80 35’ 119” N - 760 47’ 880” E - Depth:10-18 fathom

The team must conduct a detailed underwater photography and videography study at

a depth of 10-18 fathoms of these Artificial reef systems placed, covering fish population,

present condition of reefs and other relevant matters using good quality underwater

camera, scuba apparatus with statutory safety arrangements and submit the report in

duplicate. Duration of the video film shall not be less than 10 minutes and the number of

photographs shall not be less than 25 Nos for each location and shall be with date/time

stamp. The study has to be conducted within 14 days on receipt of the confirmed work

order.

Terms & conditions:

1. The amount quoted for each reef should be inclusive of all rents and taxes.

2. The sealed covers shall be superscribed ‘‘Quotations for conduct of underwater study

of Artificial Reef for KSCADC” and addressed to

Managing Director

Kerala State Coastal Area Development Corporation Ltd

First Floor, Chalachitra Kalabhavan building

Vazhuthacaud, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala – PIN : 695014

3. Due date and Time for the receipt of Sealed quotations 2.07.2019, 3 PM

4. Opening date and time of quotation: 2.07.2019, 3.30 PM

5. Any quotation received after the time fixed on the due date or submitted without

meeting the above conditions will be summarily rejected without assigning any

reason whatsoever.

Representation for enhancement of the amount once accepted will not be

considered during the course of the contract.

(i) Amounts quoted will have a validity period of 6 months from the date of

opening the quotations.

(ii) Any attempt on the part of quotationers or their agents to influence the

Officers concerned in their favour by personal canvassing, will disqualify

the quotationers.

6. The photographs and video so gathered from the site, including the discarded

photograph and video bits shall remain exclusive properties of KSCADC and shall not be

reproduced or published in original or in any other form or formats.

Sd/-

Notice Board Managing Director


